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Functional studies
of the jumonji domain
Christine Hanefalk
Sammanfattning
All den information som behövs för att en organism ska fungera finns lagrad i form av
DNA. För att de instruktioner som organismens genupsättning innehåller ska kunna
utföras måste informationen först skrivas av och sedan översättas. De proteiner som ser
till att rätt instruktion skrivs av – transkriberas – vid rätt tidpunkt kallas transkriptionsfaktorer. Som med andra proteiner kan man sammanföra transkriptionsfaktorer som
liknar varandra i större familjer på ett sätt som återspeglar deras troliga evolutionära
ursprung.
Föremålet för det här arbetet är en klass transkriptionsfaktorer som har det gemensamt att
alla innehåller den proteindomän som fått namnet jumonji. Denna domän (ungefär funktionella enhet) är ovanlig på så sätt att den består av två, fysiskt skilda delar. Tidigare
studier har visat att jumonji-domänen hos transkriptionsfaktorn Gis1, som är ett jästprotein, kan interagera med andra jästproteiner. Det kom man fram till genom att använda
ett två-hybridsystem, ett experimentellt system som gör det möjligt att påvisa interaktioner mellan proteiner.
Under det här arbetet har målet varit att med hjälp av ett två-hybridsystem kontrollera om
de olika delarna av jumonji-domänen var och en för sig kan interagera med de proteiner
man tidigare identifierat. Man kan på så sätt ta reda på huruvida jumonji-domänen, trots
att den består av två skilda delar, faktiskt utgör en funktionell enhet.

Examensarbete 20 p, Molekylär bioteknikprogrammet
Uppsala universitet februari 2004
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1 What is the jumonji domain?
The jumonji domain is a two-part protein domain present in a number of DNA transcription factors. The
transcription factors in question appear in a large array of organisms including fungi, plants, and animals
(Figure 1). What is unusual about this particular family of transcription factors is that the homology is
restricted to regions which are not involved in DNA binding. Other families of transcription factors generally
show more sequence homology with regards to their respective DNA binding domains and are grouped
accordingly.
One might hypothesize that the apparent homology within the jumonji family is due to domain swapping
of the jumonji domain. This view is contradicted by its bipartite structure. All transcription factors in the
jumonji family share significant homology between both the C-terminal and the more N-terminal sequences
which make up the domain. These two regions are, in turn, separated by a sequence which is not conserved.
The fact that both parts of the domain are present, suggests that both were present in the ancestral sequence
[1].

1.2 The jumonji domain in H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae
The jumonji domain is named after the jumonji protein. The jumonji protein was discovered in Mus
musculus [2]. Jumonji means cruciform in Japanese, a reference to the appearance of anomalous crossshaped neural grooves in the neural plates of homozygous mutant mice.
Human proteins belonging to the jumonji family of transcription factors include the human jumonji protein
[3], the retinoblastoma binding protein 2 (Rbp2) [4], and the protein Plu-1, a putative DNA/chromatin
binding motif [5].

jmjN DRI
H. sapiens SMCX
H. sapiens SMCY
H. sapiens PLU-1
H. sapiens RBP2
C. elegans ZK593
Arabidopsis AC004238
Arabidopsis CAB45806
Arabidopsis AC005770
Arabidopsis AC003981
Arabidopsis CAB41155

PHD

jmjC

C2HC5

PHD

ZNF

S. cerevisiae YJR119
S. cerevisiae YMR176
H. sapiens jumonji
H. sapiens KIAA0677
H. sapiens KIAA0780
S. pombe SPBC83
S. cerevisiae RPH1
S. cerevisiae GIS1

Figure 1 is a schematic overview of some of the identified members of the jumonji family of transcription factors.
The illustration was adapted from [1], and used with permission from Susanna Tronnersjö at the Swedish University
of Agricultural Sciences (SLU).
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Gis1 [6] is a Saccharomyces cerevisiae member of the jumonji family of transcription factors. Gis1 (which
comes from GIg1-2 Supressor) is a damage-responsive repressor of Phr1 which codes for the apoenzyme
of photolyase, a DNA repair enzyme [7]. It is the jumonji domain of Gis1 which was used to screen for
potential interaction partners of the jumonji domain. Other jumonji family proteins in yeast are Rph1
(Regulator of PHR1), YJR119 (systematic name), and ECM5 (ExtraCellular Mutant).

1.3 The yeast two-hybrid system
The interaction studies discussed below were performed using the yeast two-hybrid system. This is also
the technique used for this project. The idea behind the technique is that in order to look for an interaction
between proteins X and Y, a translational fusion is made between protein X and a DNA binding domain.
Protein Y is, in turn, fused to a transcription activation domain. Because both the DNA binding domain
and the transcription activation domain are needed to activate the transcription of a given reporter gene, a
positive response is yielded only if X and Y interact. X and Y are usually referred to as the bait and prey,
respectively. These constructs do not need to express the entire polypeptide sequence. A partial protein, or
a given protein domain, can be used depending on whether one wishes to investigate the entire protein or
merely a certain domain.
There are some obvious drawbacks associated with this technique. The hybrid polypeptide sequences
obviously do not occur naturally in the cell, and the resulting hybrid protein may not be able to fully
mimic the activity of the protein one wishes to study. The two-hybrid system, while powerful, should be
supplemented by other methods of studying protein-protein interactions, such as co-immunoprecipitation or
a GST pull-down assay, due to the risk of false positives and negatives. There are many different ways of
constructing a two-hybrid system, and there are many variations on the basic theme, depending on the nature
of the interaction one wishes to study.
Figure 2, below, is a schematic drawing of the two-hybrid system used for this project. The bait construct is
fused to the DNA binding domain of lexA. The pJG4-5 plasmid is used to express the prey, here clones from

Figure 2 is a schematic drawing of the two-hybrid system used for this project. Used with permission from
Susanna Tronnersjö at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU).
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a DNA library, and contains the B42 transcription activating domain. An interaction between the bait and the
prey will lead to transcription of the reporter gene LEU2, thus enabling the cells to grow on plates lacking
leucine. However, in order to initiate transcription of the prey construct, galactose is needed as it is under the
control of the GAL promoter. Consequently, replicating the cells to -leucine plates that contain glucose functions as a negative control, ruling out cases of spontaneous gain-of-function mutations.

1.4 Previous two-hybrid studies with Gis1-jumonji
In order to gain insight into the function of the jumonji domain, the yeast protein Gis1 (see above) was used
to screen a yeast library (pJG4-5) for potential interaction partners. The pJG4-5 library was transformed
into the strain H1242 which expresses the jumonji domain of Gis1 (the G116 background strain has been
transformed with the AflII-SacI fragment of pDB302). The transformants, grown on –W plates to select
for the presence of the pJG4-5 plasmid, were replicated onto –W, -LW and Gal-LW plates and monitored.
Transformants able to grow on –W, and Gal-LW, but not –LW, were isolated and subjected to further
testing, such as retransformation of the plasmids into the original strain H1242 (see Figure 3), followed by
transformation into a strain (H1244) expressing a bicoid bait which cannot activate transcription in yeast.
The proteins identified in this screen are listed in Table 1 [8].

Protein Function
Sgs1
Sir4

See below
Sir is short for “silent information regulators”. Sir4, along with Sir2 and
Sir3, are known to be involved in the modulation of chromatin structure
in a way which represses transcription. Mutations of Sir4 also lead to a
reduction in lifespan [9].
Mft1
Mft stands for “mitochondrial fusion targeting”, and is involved in
mitochondrial targeting [10]. Involved in recombination, subunit of the
THO complex.
Gds1
Isolated as a supressor of a glycerol-deficient phenotype, for which it is
also named [11]. Interacts with Ume6, Tah18 and Sin4.
Nfi1
Involved in chromosome condensation [12]. Homologous to Siz1 which is
a repressor of ∆SMC. Specific function unknown
Mga2
Involved in regulation of transcription of OLE1, which encodes the
Delta-9 fatty acid desaturase [13]. Related to Spt23, which is involved in
chromatin remodeling.
Jip5
Jip is an abbreviation of “jumonji interacting protein”. Jip5 interacts with
Ras1, but its function is not known.
Taf65
TBP-associated factor involved in polymerase II transcription [14].
Csm3
Involved in chromosome segregation during meiosis [15].
Zrg8
Zinc regulated gene, unknown function.
Fir1
Fir stands for “factor interacting with REF”, named for its interaction with
the REF2 protein, which is involved in endonucleolytic cleavage at the 3’
ends of yeast mRNA, before the poly(A) tail is added [16]. Also interacts
with Spc24, which is involved in chromosome segregation.
Jip3
Interacts with Srb4, a subunit of the RNA polymerase II mediator.
Function unknown.
Esc1
Esc1 (establishing silent chromatin) was isolated while screening for
proteins which supress chromatin silencing defects [17].
Bms1
Unknown function, Bms stands for Bmh Sensitive
Table 1 provides a list of proteins pulled down in the initial screen against a yeast library, using Gis1-jmj as
bait. Unpublished data.
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Sir4, clone 1
Sir4, clone 2
Sir4, clone 3
Sir4, clone 4
Empty vector

Pig2
Jip2
Jip1

Mga2
Jip1
Taf65
Nfi1
Gds1

Csm3
Fir1
Mft1
Bms1
Esc1

Zrg8
Sgs1
Pan1
Jip3
Jip4
Gis1-jmj bait

Gal -LW

Bicoid bait

Gis1-jmj bait

-LW

Bicoid bait

Figure 3 shows the results of a two-hybrid screen using Gis1-jmj as bait and the previously identified proteins as prey. The bicoid bait is used as negative control for the bait, the empty vector (pJG4-5) as negative
control for the prey, and the -LW plates as negative control for the interaction, as positive clones can only
grow on plates lacking leucine in the presence of galactose. Used with permission from Susanna Tronnersjö
at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), unpublished data.

1.5 Sgs1 and Werner
One of the potentially more interesting proteins found to interact with the jumonji domain of Gis1 is Sgs1
(Slow Growth Supressor, named for its ability to supress a slow growth phenotype associated with a TOP3
mutant). Sgs1 [19] is a homologue of the Escherichia coli recQ protein, and has been found to be a factor in
maintaining genome stability in yeast. Sgs1 acts as a supressor of illegitimate recombination, and mutations
of Sgs1 lead to a reduction of lifespan. Interestingly, two of the three human Sgs1 homologues, the Bloom
and Werner genes, are able to supress the Sgs1 mutant phenotype with regards to the observed increased
levels of illegitimate recombination [20].

1.6 Studies with the Werner gene
The homology and apparent functional similarities between the Sgs1 and Wrn genes naturally begged the
question of whether Gis1-jmj and Wrn would be able to interact in vivo. This hypothesis was tested by doing
a two-hybrid screen, using as baits: Gis1-jmj (H1242), the bicoid construct (H1381), RPH1-jmj (H1273),
YJR119-jmj (H1288), and ECM5-jmj (H1292). The Werner gene constructs used as prey included the fulllength Werner gene (correct and incorrect orientations), and amino acids 403-2003 (correct and incorrect
orientations). Sgs1 is used as a positive control, and the empty pJG4-5 vector as the negative control. The
results of this study indicated that there was indeed an interaction between the smaller fragment of the
Wrn gene (in the correct orientation) and Gis1-jmj [21]. This finding does not hold for the other constructs
however (see Figure 4).
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H1242

H1381

H1392

pHGZ239
pHGZ240
pHGZ241

Constructs
pHGZ239: full length WRN, correct orientation
pHGZ240: full length WRN, wrong orientation
pHGZ241: WRN from aa 403 to 2003, correct orientation
pHGZ242: WRN from aa 403 to 2003, wrong orientation
SGS1: SGS1 clone from two-hybrid screen
Empty vector: pJG4-5 without insert
Strains
H1242: Gis1-jmj bait
H1381: bicoid bait
H1392: Gis1-jmjC bait (constructed during the project
from plasmid ST9, see below)

pHGZ242
Sgs1
Empty vector

Figure 4 shows the results of the interaction studies between Gis1-jmj and various Werner contructs. Used
with permission from Susanna Tronnersjö at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), unpublished data.

1.7 Werner’s syndrome
In humans, mutations of the werner gene cause a rare progeria – premature ageing disease – called Werner’s
syndrome. Werner’s syndrome is autosomal recessive. People who suffer from this disease show symptoms
which closely resemble normal human ageing, including graying of the hair, wrinkling of the skin,
atherosclerosis, cataracts, and an increased risk of developing cancer. Symptoms appear after puberty, and
by the time patients reach middle age, they have a markedly aged appearance. There are, however, some
aspects of Werner’s syndrome which distinguish it from normal ageing. Sufferers usually do not develop
Alzheimer-type dementia, which is otherwise common among the elderly. Despite some discrepancies
between Werner’s syndrome and normal ageing, the disease remains a very good model for studying the
ageing process.

1.8 Is the entire jumonji domain required for the interaction?
The goal of this project is to test whether both parts of the jumonji domain are needed for the previously
identified interactions. Because the jumonji-N and jumonji-C domains are present in all members of the
jumonji family of transcription factors, and are both well preserved, it seems likely that both are needed for
the interaction. In order to add weight to this line of reasoning, it is necessary to make sure that neither the
jumonji-C, nor the jumonji-N domain, is able to interact independently with the proteins identified during
the initial screen. It is also important to rule out the possibility that some or all of the identified interactions
are actually dependent on the region separating the two parts of the jumonji domain, rather than the jumonji
domain itself.
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Gis1-jmj

1

334

1

183

jmjN
39

223

itm
jmjC

jmjC

58
58

333
334

112
pST9
Gis1 (full-length)

jmjN

jmjC

ZnF

Figure 5 illustrates the polypeptide sequences expressed by pDB302 (Gis1-jmj), the intended jmjN, itm, and
jmjC plasmids, and the plasmid ST9, as compared to the full length Gis1 gene. When expressed, they will
be fused to the DNA binding domain of lexA. The black region in the diagram correspond to the jmjN, jmjC,
and ZnF (Zinc Finger) regions, respectively.
The goal of this project is therefore to construct yeast strains which express a fusion of the transcription
activation domain needed for the two-hybrid screen and partial segments of the jumonji domain. These
strains are then transformed with plasmids capable of expressing the fusion between the DNA binding
domain and the proteins identified in the previous screen mentioned above. A positive interaction is indicated
by the presence of growth on Gal –LW plates. The fragments that will be investigated are: amino acids 1183 (from this point on referred to as jmjN), amino acids 39-223 (referred to as itm), amino acids 58-333
(referred to as jmjC). One previously constructed strain (H1392) will also be verified and tested. H1392
contains the AflII-SacI fragment of pST9, which corresponds to amino acids 112-334 of Gis1-jmj (see Figure
5).
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2. Materials and Methods
Yeast strains:
The background strain used is G116 (ura3-52 his 3 L2::pL-lexAop6). The strain H1392 is G116 is
transformed with the AflII-SacI fragment of pST9.
Plasmids:
pDB323 has the genotype his3 3’ URA3 PADH1 long lexA TADH his3 5’. pDB302 has the genotype his3 3’
URA3 PADH1 long lexA GIS1-jmj TADH his3 5’. pST9 has the genotype his3 3’ URA3 PADH1 long lexA
GIS1-jmjC (aa:112-334) TADH his3 5’. pJG4-5 is used to express the prey proteins, which also contain an
SV40 nuclear localization signal, the transcription activation domain B42, and an HA1 epitope tag.
Oligos:
The oligos used are listed in Table 2.
his3F4
his3F1

CACCAGCTCTGTCGTAACC
GGGTTTCTGGACCATATGATA

his3R2
337F2
jmjNf1
jmjNr1
itmf2
itmr2
jmjCf2
jmjCr2

ACCATAAGGCATTCTTGTTG
CAGCAGAGCTTCACCATTG
CGGGGATCCCAATGGAA
ACTTGGGATCCTTTAATCTGGC
CTAAATTCGGGATCCAAAATGGTATT
CGGACGGGATCCAATATCATTGTTT
TTTTAGAAGGGATCCCTCCTGCG
CAGGTCGGGATCCGTTAAGATTT

Table 2 lists the oligos used.

2.1 Bait construction
The DNA segments needed to express the baits are amplified through PCR, using pDB302 as the template.
The DNA polymerase and PCR buffer are from the Advantage® 2 Polymerase. The primers, which in each
case introduce a BamHI restriction site, are listed above. The PCR program used starts with an initiation
step at 95°C, followed by 30 cycles of 15 seconds at 95°C and 4 minutes at the annealing temperature. The
annealing temperature was 61°C for the jmjN fragment and 52°C for the jmjC fragment. In order to find the
optimum annealing temperature for the itm fragment a gradient PCR was run, with annealing temperature
ranging from 53,5°C to 69,6°C. Due to the high efficiency and specificity of the primers used, a sufficient
amount of DNA could be isolated from the gradient PCR alone.
The bait DNA fragments were isolated by running the PCR product on a 1% agarose gel (1g agarose, and 5
ml ethydium bromide per 100 ml 1xTE buffer), and excising the correct fragment. The DNA is recovered by
using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit from QIAgen, and following the enclosed protocol.
For the TOPO® (Invitrogen) cloning, an A overhang is added to each side of the fragment by mixing 10 μl of
the DNA solution obtained in the previous step with 1.2 μl 10x PCR-buffer (without MgCl2), 1.2 μl 25 mM
MgCl2, 0.1 μl Taq polymerase (all from Fermenta), and 0.5 μl 10 mM dATP, followed by incubation at 72°C
for 15 minutes. The bait fragment is introduced into the TOPO® vector through a ligation step in which 4 μl
from the previous reaction step is mixed with 1 μl salt solution and 0.5 μl TOPO® vector (both are supplied
in the TOPO® cloning kit) and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. 2 μl of the ligation reaction is
used to transform One Shot™ competent cells (E. coli). The cells are spread on LB-ampicillin plates which
have been covered with a layer of X-gal and IPTG. The plates are stored at 37°C overnight, and checked
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for the presence of white or light blue colonies. Positive colonies are picked and grown over night in 5 ml
LB medium containing 0.1% ampicillin. The cells are pelleted, and the plasmid DNA is purified using the
QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (QIAgen), following the instructions supplied by the manufacturer. 4 μl of the
plasmid DNA solution from each of the positive colonies is then cleaved using EcoRI (incubated at 37°C for
1.5 hours, in a total volume of 20 μl) and run on a 1% agarose gel, in order to verify that the fragment has
been correctly inserted.
In order to verify that the bait sequence is correct, 1 μl of the TOPO® vector prep is used to run a sequencing
reaction on the PCR using the reverse and forward sequencing primers provided by the TOPO® kit. For the
sequencing reaction, 5 ml of the primer, 8 ml of the DYEnamic ET kit premix, and 6 ml of H2O is used. The
sequencing program, and the clean-up protocol is specified in the manual. This step is skipped during the
first round of strain construction (the procedure had to be repeated due to reasons explained in the Results
section).
The bait DNA fragment is excised from the TOPO® vector using BamHI. 20 μl of the plasmid DNA solution
is cleaved in a total volume of 100 μl (incubated at 37°C for 1.5 hours in BamHI buffer). The reaction mix
is run on a 1% agarose gel, the correct fragment is excised, and the DNA recovered with the QIAquick Gel
Extraction Kit, as described above.
The concentration of the fragment is determined by running 1 ml of the gel cleaned product (diluted in 4 μl
of H2O and 1μl loading dye) on a 1% agarose gel next to Eco47I λDNA marker. The mass content of DNA
in each of the marker bands is known, and the concentration of the fragment can be gauged by its intensity.
The fragment is introduced into the plasmid pDB323. Before the ligation step, the pDB323 is cleaved
with BamHI, run on a 1% agarose gel, excised, and cleaned in the way described above. In order to
prevent spontaneous religation of the plasmid, the gel cleaned product is treated with CIP (calf intestine
phosphatase), which removes the phosphates from the ends of the cleaved fragment. 1 U of CIP is needed
for each pmol of 5’-terminal phosphorylated DNA. The reaction mix is is incubated at 37°C for 1 hour,
and subsequently heat-inactivated at 65°C following the addition of EGTA. The dephosphorylated DNA
is purified by phenol/chloroform extraction, and the final concentration of DNA is measured as described
above by running the DNA solution on a gel with a Eco47I λDNA marker.
The ligation step is carried out by combining 50 ng of the vector (pDB323) with the appropriate amount of
fragment DNA so that the molar relationship between vector and fragment is 1:1, 1:3, and 1:5 respectively.
2U of T4 liagse is needed for each reaction, in addition to buffer and extra ATP (100 mM in the final reaction
mix). Two controls are included: one without ligase, and one without the fragment. The reaction tubes are left
at room temperature over night. 5 μl of the ligation mix is used to transform competent E. coli (One Shot™)
cells (~100 μl). These cells are spread on LB-ampicillin plates and incubated at 37°C overnight. Colonies
are picked and grown in 5 ml LB-amp overnight, pelleted, and the DNA extracted with the QIAprep Spin
Miniprep Kit. To make sure that the insert has the correct orientation, the plasmid is cleaved with SacI and
either EcoRI (jmjC fragment), NcoI (itm fragment), or SspI (jmjN fragment). The cleavage product is run
on a 1% agarose gel and analyzed. Each pair of restriction enzymes generates a different pattern depending
on whether the fragment has been correctly inserted or not. One each of the correct plasmids is cleaved with
SacI and AflII (in 2x Y+ tango buffer, at 37°C for 1.5 hours). The reaction mix is run on a 1% agarose gel,
and the appropriate fragment is excised and purified as described previously. This larger fragment consists of
the sequence encoding the bait protein fused to the lexA DNA binding domain.
During the first round of strain construction the ligated plasmids were sequenced, as described above with
the sequencing of the TOPO vector constructs, using the 337F2 primer.
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2.2 Strain construction and verification
The cleaned fragment is transformed into the background strain G116 and spread on –ura plates. Sucessful
introduction of the construct into the yeast genome through homologous recombination makes it possible
for the transformants to grow on –ura. Colonies are picked from the –ura plates and streaked on a new –ura
plate in a grid pattern. These cells are replica plated to –ura, followed by –W, -L, -H, and Ypgly or YPE (to
screen for petites) to verify that the new strain has the correct phenotype. Cells with the correct phenotype
are taken from the –ura plate (from the replica plating) and grown over night in liquid YPD medium (or
liquid synthetic –ura medium). The cells are pelleted and washed, and the DNA is extracted and purified
according to standard protocols. The genotype of the strain is subsequently verified by PCR. Two sets of
primers are used; one set (his3F4 and 337F2) targets the lexA sequence of the inserted construct, and this
band should be absent from the wild type control. The other set (his3F1 and his3R2) binds to the his gene,
causing the amplified DNA segment to be longer in the newly created strain than in the wild type strain,
which should not contain the bait insert.

2.3 Transformation with plasmid prey constructs
For the two-hybrid screen, pJG4-5 plasmids carrying the proteins identified in the initial screen of the entire
Gis1-jumonji domain are introduced into the new strains by transformation. The transformed yeast cells
are spread on –W plates to ensure that the transformation has been sucessful (any cells lacking the pJG45 plasmid are not able to grow on –W). Six colonies from each transformation (a total of 23 plasmids,
including an empty pJG4-5 plasmid, are used in the two-hybrid screen) are restreaked on –W plates in a grid
pattern. These plates are replica plated to –W, –ura, -H, -L, and YPE plates to verify the correct phenotype.

2.4 Two-hybrid screen
In this study, the DNA binding domain of LexA is fused to the bait protein. The prey protein is carried on
the plasmid pJG4-5 (see below) and is fused to the transcription activating B42 domain. Together, these
two activate transcription of LEU2, which works as the reporter gene. A positive interaction is consequently
signaled by the ability of the cells to grow on –leu medium. However, this is only possible if the sugar
source is galactose, rather than glucose, as the prey protein is under the control of the GAL promoter (Figure
2). This type of assay makes it possible to disregard transformants which have spontaneously gained the
ability to grow without leucine. The plates used for the control and to test the interaction are also negative
for trypsine. This is in order to make sure that the pJG4-5 plasmid has not been lost.
Cells taken from the last set of –W plates are dissolved in ~100 ml H2O, and ~3 ml of this solution is
spotted onto new –W plates. Cells from the strain H1242, which carries the entire Gis1-jumonji as bait, are
also transformed with the battery of plasmids and spotted on the same plates. These spots serve as positive
controls for the interaction. The spotted plates are replica plated to –W, Gal-LW, and –LW and monitored for
growth. Growth on Gal-LW, but not -LW (glucose) is an indication of an interaction between bait and prey.
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3. Results
3.1 Verification of the strain H1392
The first step during the project was the verification of the previously constructed strain H1392. This strain
was constructed by transforming G116 with the bait construct cleaved from the plasmid ST9, which is the
plasmid pDB323 into which the DNA sequence corresponding to the amino acids 112 to 334 of Gis1 has
been introduced. The amino acid sequence corresponds to the entire jumonji C domain of Gis1, including
approximately half of the region separating the jumonji N and jumonji C domains (see Figure 5).
The phenotype was verified as described in Materials and Methods and found to be correct. The genotype
was also determined through PCR, and likewise found to be correct. The colonies picked for the two-hybrid
screen were all found to have the appropriate phenotype; they were able to grow on –ura (indicating the
presence of the bait construct), -W (indicating the presence of the pJG4-5 plasmid) and YPgly (used to rule
out petites). They were also negative for growth on –H, and –L.

3.2 Two-hybrid screen for H1392

Sir4, clone 1
Sir4, clone 2
Sir4, clone 3
Sir4, clone 4
Empty vector

Pig2
Jip2
Jip1
Empty vector

Mga2
Jip1
Taf65
Nfi1
Gds1
Empty vector

Csm3
Fir1
Mft1
Bms1
Esc1
Empty vector

Zrg8
Sgs1
Pan1
Jip3
Jip4
Empty vector

The spots made with the transformed H1392 cells were shown to be unable to grow on –LW and Gal-LW ,
but were positive for growth on –W. The cells should be unable to grow on –LW regardless of whether there
is an interaction between the bait and the prey or not, because the leucine gene can not be expressed in the
absence of galactose. The positive control, the cells from the strain H1242 which had been transformed with
the same battery of plasmids, were able to grow (see Figure 6).

H1392 bait
-LW

Gis1-jmj bait
(H1242)

H1392 bait

Gal -LW

Gis1-jmj bait
(H1242)

Figure 6 shows the results from the two-hybrid screen in the strain H1392, containing the bait sequence
cleaved from the plasmid ST9.The control strain, H1242, is able to grow on Gal-LW, whereas the strain
H1392 is not. The results indicate that there is no interaction between the jumonji domain of Gis1, and various proteins tested.
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3.3 Construction of new strains
One of the main goals of this project was to construct strains expressing different parts of the jumonji domain
in order to establish whether or not the entire domain is needed for the previoulsy identified interactions.
Through PCR, three different sets of primers (see above) were used to amplify the sequences encoding
amino acids 1 to 183 (jmjN), 39 to 223 (itm), and 58 to 333 (jmjC), repectively. This jumonji C construct
was designed to include more of the sequence connecting the jumonji N and jumonji C domains compared to
the construct of the H1392 strain.
DNA fragments of the correct size were successfully amplified, using the primers mentioned, and the PCR
protocol described under Materials and Methods. They were also succesfully introduced into the pDB323
plasmids, and cleaved using SacI and AflII. Unfortunately, the first set of fragments produced in this manner
did not contain the correct sequence, which was discovered by sequencing the bait sequence after its
introduction into pDB323. All mutations found were missense mutations which would lead to a change in
the polypeptide sequence, if expressed.
The entire procedure was repeated, starting with a new round of PCR. This time the sequencing was done
on the bait sequence while still in the TOPO vector in an attempt to save time. Again, the result is missense
mutations.
Despite the point mutations in the bait sequences, those from the first round of PCR were used to transform
the wild type G116 strain, in case of a positive interaction in the two-hybrid screen, despite the mutations. A
confirmed interaction with the prey proteins in the screen would support the hypothesis that the jumonji N
and/or jumonji C domain are able to act independently, whereas a negative result would be uninformative,
because it would be impossible to determine whether the lack of interaction is due to the nature of the
jumonji domain or the mutation.
These new strains were phenotyped and shown to have the correct phenotype. However, the genotype of
these cells proved very difficult to determine. The wild type control has the correct band when the length of
the his gene (which is disrupted by the insertion of the bait construct) is compared to the length of the same
band in the new strains. However, there is also a distinct band when looking at the control DNA from the
PCR with the other set of primers, one of which binds into the lexA gene, where there should be none. The
jmjN and itm strains initially show the correct banding pattern, but even this pattern breaks down as the PCR
is repeated, with bands confirming the correct band suddenly vanishing. The jmjC strain (several colonies
are tested) also shows an aberrant banding pattern, with the genotype appearing to be correct with regard to
one pair of primers, but not with the other. Unfortunately, time was running short at this time, and the project
was necessarily cut short by the series of events which have been accounted for above.
confirmed interaction with the prey proteins in the screen would support the hypothesis that the jumonji N
and/or jumonji C domain are able to act independently, whereas a negative result would be uninformative,
because it would be impossible to determine whether the lack of interaction is due to the nature of the
jumonji domain or the mutation.
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4. Discussion
The function of the jumonji domain is still surrounded by its fair share of questions. While it is true that there
are proteins in which only the jumonji C domain appears, this is not the case for the jumonji transcription
factors. These proteins all contain both parts of the domain: jumonji C and the smaller jumonji N. Naturally,
this begs the question of whether both are needed to initiate and maintain the interaction with the list of
proteins identified in the initial screen. The natural assumption to be made at this point is that both parts of
the domain are in fact needed.
The initial two-hybrid screen, with the shorter (amino acids 112-334) jumonji C construct, appears to support
this hypothesis. There is no sign of growth in the H1392 cells transformed with the pJG4-5 plasmids. It is
not, however, possible to completely rule out an interaction, keeping in mind the inevitable imperfections
of the two-hybrid system. However, the observations made are consistent with the underlying hypothesis,
which is that the jumonji C domain by itself is not sufficient for the interaction, as stated above. It is also
possible that more of the surrounding polypeptide sequence is needed, which was one of the reasons we
decided to try to make a new, longer version of the jumonji C construct.
As for the construction of the new strains, the sequence errors are easily explained by random errors
introduced during the PCR. Given enough trials, the laws of statistics dictate that it is possible to get a
fragment without sequence errors, even with the polymerase used for this project. It would make more sense,
however, to repeat the procedure using a different polymerase and/or protocol.
The problems with the genotyping of the strains are difficult to explain. Contamination is the most likely
explanation, since this problem did not arise during the genotyping of the H1392 strain, which was carried
out in the same way with regard to PCR program, annealing temperature, the set of primers used, and the
control DNA. This needs to be investigated further, however.
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5. Future studies
The incompleteness of this project, delayed by the problems with making bait constructs with the correct
sequences, leaves much to be investigated. The most obvious first step is to start over with the PCR,
preferably using a different polymerase better able to accurately amplify the sequences in question.
Testing the different parts of the Gis1-jmj domain for an interaction with the proteins associated with the
full-length Gis1-jmj construct remains an important goal, because it offers an opportunity to test whether
or not either the jumonji C, or jumonji N domains can interact independently. Testing the region separating
these two is also important in order to rule out the possibility that something other than the jumonji domain
itself is responsible for the identified interactions. If the two-hybrid screens yield anything of interest, the
interaction also needs to be tested further using techniques such as a GST pull-down assay and/or a coimmunoprecipitation assay.
The implications of the interaction between Gis1 jumonji and the Sgs1 and Wrn genes are well worth
exploring further. A project is now under way were the jumonji domain of three human genes - Rbp2, PLU1, and the human jumonji gene homologue – will be amplified through PCR from a human liver cDNA
library and tested using the two-hybrid system. It is of particular interest to check for the possibility of an
interaction between any or all of the human members of the jumonji family of transcription factors and the
Wrn gene. Rbp2 was discovered through its interaction with the well known retinoblastoma protein, which is
a regulator of cell proliferation. PLU-1 is a nuclear protein which has been found to be highly up-regulated
in breast cancer cells. Very little is known about its function, however. The human jumonji protein bears a
strong resemblance to its mouse homologue – the two proteins are 90% identical. The Jmj gene has been
proposed as a candidate gene for central nervous system defects, due to its expression pattern – it is highly
expressed in neurons – and its similarity to the mouse jumonji, which has been linked to such defects in
mice.
The Wrn gene has long been of great interest to researchers studying the physiology af ageing at the cellular
level. Not only would signs of an interaction between the human jumonji proteins and the werner protein
lead to insights into the general functions of the jumonji domain, it would perhaps also shed light on some
important aspects of the ageing process.
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